Find the right headset for you

I want to be heard clearly by my audience in noisy environments.

All our new Dell Headsets feature built-in AI-Noise Cancellation microphone that intelligently distinguishes human speech signals and filters out background noise, so that your audience can hear you clearly.

All our headsets come with memory foam ear cushions (Passive Noise Cancelling) designed for instant noise isolation.

A variety of Advanced Noise Cancelling options are also available for different scenarios.

When I am in a noisy environment:

- Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) cancels unwanted background noise so you can focus on what you are listening to.
- Hybrid ANC combines internal and external noise canceling for an even more refined and focused listening experience.
- Adaptive ANC intelligently changes the levels of noise cancellation according to the surroundings, reducing environmental noise.
- AI-NC removes unwanted noise from your audience’s surroundings (incoming audio) so you can hear them clearly.

When my audience is in a noisy environment:

- Passive noise cancellation
- Boomless mic
- Up to 80 hours listening time
- Advanced Smart Sensor

NEW